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Play and discover with our gifts to treasure! 

Kaddo is Quarto’s new gift imprint, launching in August 2023. Inspired by the Luxembourgish (kaddo) 

and the French (cadeau) meaning ‘gift’, at Kaddo we believe that the best gifts help us learn, grow and 

develop in a fun and playful way. Kaddo aims to infuse Quarto’s publishing with this playful spirit, 

taking it into new product categories, such as games, puzzles, card decks, and stationery. 

Starting in August 2023, Kaddo will bring Quarto’s bestselling book brands to life in new gift formats. 

From 2024 onwards, Kaddo will publish around 20 products per year for both adults and children, 

including new IP. 

 

Find the Fairies: A Memory Game 

Pair up the fairies with their friends! Discover enchanting fairies from all around the world – from the 

Savannah Fairy to the Polar Wanderer – and fuel the imagination of fairy lovers everywhere. Reunite the 

fairy species and gather more matching pairs than your opponent to win. 

100MM x 144MM x 47MM | BOX + 50 CARDS + BOOKLET 
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The Story Orchestra Musical Jigsaw series 

Piece together the spellbinding beauty of Swan Lake and the magical adventure of The Nutcracker in 

this unique new musical jigsaw puzzle series. Complete the puzzle to see how the story ends! Press the 

note to hear the ballet come to life with music from Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky's original score. 

Available: The Story Orchestra Musical Jigsaw: Swan Lake and The Nutcracker 

312MM x 220MM x 32MM | BOX + 48-PIECE JIGSAW + FRAME WITH 4 MUSICAL EXCERPTS + FOLD-OUT POSTER 
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Published in 31 languages and with seven and a half million copies sold worldwide!  

Also available: board books, box sets, bind ups, colouring book, sticker activity book and journal! 

240MM x 195MM | 32PP 
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Happy Stories For Nature Lovers 

Dawn Casey & Domenique Serfontein  

From tiger numbers which are roaring back 

following conservation efforts, to ecosystem 

restoration success stories — these uplifting 

tales show that there is hope for our precious 

planet. This cheerful compendium of true, 

narrative non-fiction stories make the perfect 

bedtime read for eco-anxious kids, and provide 

parents with concrete examples to assuage worries 

about nature, the climate and the future.  

276MM x 235MM | 32PP 

When The Storks Came Home 

Isabella Tree & Alexandra Finkeldey  

Eight-year-old Beanie loves birds. When she 

discovers that huge, white storks used to live in her 

own village but were hunted to extinction 600 

years ago, Beanie hatches a plan… But 

reintroducing a vanished species is not so simple! 

This fictionalised retelling of the successful 

reintroduction of the white stork in the UK teaches 

children about conservation and their environment 

in an accessible way.  

276MM x 235MM | 32PP 

Happy Stories For Animal Lovers 

Leisa Stewart-Sharpe & Anna Shepeta 

The newest addition to the joyful Happy Stories 

series, this cheerful compendium of true tales 

explores animal stories around the world. From 

incredible conservation efforts to wholesome 

community projects, readers will enjoy stories of 

people coming together to understand and 

protect a variety of amazing animals who share our 

planet. The stories are told in a narrative style, and 

each focus on the positive initiatives in action and 

the happy results – leaving readers uplifted.  

276MM x 235MM | 32PP 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             IVY KIDS: PLANET–FRIENDLY BOOKS                        

 

A Little Dose of Nature 

Psychologist Alison Greenwood & Anneli Bray 

A little dose of nature is scientifically proven to be 

one of the most effective ways to de-stress and 

boost wellbeing. With over 25 activities, this is a 

gentle guide to being outside that helps readers 

aged 5-8 make the most of all the good that being 

outdoors can do for our mental and emotional 

health. From observing the branching patterns of 

roots and leaves to feeling the lovely squelch of 

mud between their toes, children will discover an 

easily accessible tonic for difficulty and distress! 

276MM x 235MM | 32PP 

21 Things to do with a Tree 

Jane Wilsher & Martin Stanev 

Select the friendly wooden giant that you want to 

get to know, then meet and explore it more fully 

with 21 fun games and activities, finally become 

best buddies with your own chose tree! Hug your 

tree, rub its bark, ask your tree how old it is and 

meet the animals that make their homes in its 

branches. You can also make forest art together!  

This outdoor activity book supports learning, helps 

foster a bond with nature, and stimulates 

imaginative play.  

276MM x 235MM | 32PP 

276MM x 235MM | 32PP 

Little Tree and the Wood Wide Web 

Lucy Brownridge & Hannah Abbo 

Have you ever wondered if trees can communicate 

with each other? Well, they can! Via underground 

networks of fungal threads knows as 'the wood 

wide web'! In this picture book for young children, 

we meet a little fir tree sapling who is stretching 

her first leaves into a dark ancient forest full of 

huge trees. She feels very lonely and she can't 

reach any light or water. Her worried feeling sinks 

down to the tips of her roots, which little does she 

know, are connected to the wood wide web.  
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The Fairy Garden 

Georgia Buckthorn & Isa Mazzanti 

Poor Mimi spends hours and hours making her 

fairy garden completely perfect, but the fairies 

never come. Whatever could she be doing 

wrong? Just when she has given up all hope, 

some twinkling lights appear. They’re here! 

And they are bringing an important message… 

With captivating activity spreads at the back 

which tell readers how to create their own, 

perfect fairy garden. 

276MM x 235MM | 32PP 

Little Country Cottage series  

Angela Ferraro-Fanning & Annelies Draws  

276MM x 235MM | 32PP  

Sweet treasuries of nature-based 

crafts, bakes, and gardening projects 

that celebrate homestead-style life in 

all its self-sufficient and eco-friendly 

glory. Easy and delicious recipes  

and treats introduce young  readers 

to local and seasonal eating, while fun 

and accessible crafts, such as making 

birdhouses and pinecone bird  

feeders, teach kids to appreciate  

the gifts of nature.  
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        FICTION   

Lost 

Mariajo Ilustrajo  

From the award-winning, best-selling author-illustrator, this 

is a story about the power friendship has to help you feel 

found, and even to transport you home.  

A polar bear finds himself lost in a big city. He politely asks for 

help but everyone is much too busy to help the newcomer. 

With the exception of a little girl! Under the nose of her 

seemingly unaware mum, the girl takes the homesick bear by 

the paw and under her innocent wing.  

296MM x 255MM | 40PP 

Flooded 

Mariajo Ilustrajo  

The award-winning, best-selling title, already sold in 17 

languages!  

The animals live in a city that is ever so slowly flooding. The 

flood comes gradually at first. All the animals ignore the 

obvious and go about their busy lives, preoccupied by their 

own problems. This exceptional story teaches a message not to 

let problems fester: with a little team work and community 

spirit, no problem is insurmountable! 

296MM x 225MM | 32PP + 6PP SINGLE GATEFOLD 

I Hate Books 

Mariajo Ilustrajo  

Mariajo Ilustrajo’s third picture book about the joy that comes 

from discovering a connection with books for the very first time! 

It's the end of term, and a little girl is given the unreasonable 

task of reading a whole book over the holidays. Luckily, her 

sister takes her to the library and recommends just the thing. 

Slowly, she is drawn for the very first time into a world of 

adventure inside her own imagination. Even the greyscale 

world start to fill with colour as she is carried away in the story. A 

little fennec fox leads her on a quest as they find ingredients to 

cast a special spell at the end of her book! 

296MM x 225MM | 32PP + 6PP SINGLE GATEFOLD 

COVER 

NOT 

FINAL 



 FICTION  
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276MM x 235MM | 48PP 

Multi-award winning Performance poet, playwright and children's author  

Joseph Coelho has been named the new Waterstones Children’s Laureate 2022-2024.  

Our Tower 

Joseph Coelho & Richard Johnson 

Our Tower is a deeply personal story drawn from his own 

experience growing up in a tower block and looking for 

adventure. This story is a celebration of, and a reclaiming 

of tower blocks as a place where magic and adventure 

can happen.  

276MM x 235MM | 32PP 

One Little Word 

Joseph Coelho & Allison Colpoys 

A beautiful and moving picture book, tells the story of 

how a big, hairy argument gets in between two best 

friends. This big hairy monster appears out of the blue 

one day, splitting up the best friends and growing bigger 

and bigger,  until it starts to ruin all the children in the       

playground's fun. Together they learn how to shrink the 

monster until it vanishes completely. Coelho's gentle and 

lyrical verse pair perfectly with Allison Colpoys' beautiful 

illustrations to create a book which will be treasured by 

young readers. This is an ode to the power of an apology, 

and to treasuring a special bond that runs deeper than 

even the friends realised.  

        FICTION   
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Kid Christmas of the Claus Brothers Toyshop 

David Litchfield  

This heart-warming story is a true festive treat centred on 

kindness from the best-selling author-illustrator .  

Nicky works with his three uncles in the Klaus Brothers Toy 

Emporium. One day, he notices a young girl with her face 

pressed up to the glass, he follows her and finds out that 

she can’t afford a toy. Nicky vows that for one night only, 

every child will have the toy of their dreams, and – with the 

help of his uncles – the legend of Father Christmas is born! 

300MM x 220MM | 40PP 

Adnan, The Boy Who Helped His Mummy Remember 

Mark Arrigo, Steven Chatterton & Diala Brisly 

Adnan is the heartwarming story of a refugee boy’s attempts 

to heal his mother’s mental health issues with the power of  

his creativity as they rebuild their lives in their new home. The 

book is based on a short film of the same name, which has 

collected multiple awards and made Official Selection at its 

first Oscar-qualifier. Inspired by her own experiences as a 

refugee, Syrian artist Diala Brisly’s illustrations are powerful 

and evocative, highlighting the contrast between Adnan’s 

hope and the helplessness of the mother.  

276MM x 235MM | 40PP 

275MM x 236MM | 40PP 

In Time 

Marina Ruiz 

The world moves so quickly – hurry here, hurry there, don’t 

be late and get a move on! But for children, the world can 

move very, very s-l-o-w-l-y.  

In this title we follow a boy as he learns how to slow down, 

be patient and appreciate that some things in life are worth 

waiting for. As he stops and looks around him at the natural 

world, he realises that magical things can happen in nature 

if you just give it time. Animals wake from hibernation, 

seeds bloom into flowers, trees turn into forests and snails 

can form beautiful, glittering trails.  

COVER 

NOT 

FINAL 
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The Best Bad Day Ever 

Marianna Coppo 

The new picture book from the  

acclaimed author-illustrator Marianna Coppo! 

Today is a terrible day for Wolfie and Pepito. But 

then Penguin comes along... and suddenly things 

start to get a whole lot better! 

This is a hilarious exploration of grumpiness and 

the power of friendship to brighten up a cloudy 

day. Funny for both children and adults alike - 

while children will delight at the funny dissonance 

between text and image, the parents will recognise 

the all too relatable tale of out-of-proportion 

toddler grumpiness.  

296MM x 222MM | 48PP 

Marianna Coppo has been nominated for the Kate Greenaway Medal 2019, short-listed for the 

Goodreads Choice Awards 2018, selected by Kirkus among the Best Picture Books of 2018, and 

nominated as Standout New Picture Book by The New York Times in 2018.  

        FICTION   
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The Princess and The Pee 

Effua Gleed & Juanita Londono Gaviria 

An imaginative Princess doesn't let much faze her. Not singing, not dancing, not even performing in 

front of the whole kingdom! But one thing does give her knots in her belly... every night she wets the 

bed. And every morning the palace is filled with fussing about the Princess and the pee. Some 

suggestions are sensible (moving bedroom, a reward system) and some are silly (lemons under the 

pillow, eating bread). While the royal household is running around for a solution, kind Grandma Grace 

calmly encourages the Princess to use her imagination as the solution. Bedwetting experts agree that 

the best way to break a habit is through repetition and the power of the imagination.  

 

276MM x 235MM | 40PP  

COMING 

SOON 

The Cat Who Couldn’t Be Bothered 

Jack Kurland 

A funny and heart-warming picture book about a 

cat who declines a series of invitations from other 

animals to join in with their adventures. At first he 

appears to just want to stretch out, lie down and do 

nothing at all . . . alone. But when the other cats ask 

him what's wrong, they discover the real reason for 

his behaviour: he feels sad. The other animals 

respond beautifully and their words contain lessons 

about how we respond to others who are feeling 

low.  

235MM x 276MM | 40PP  
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The Hare-Shaped Hole 

John Dougherty & Thomas Docherty  

This tender picture book delicately tells young readers 

about the loss of a loved one. 

Bertle and Hertle are best friends. But, one day, Hertle is 

not there anymore. Instead, a hole appears in the air 

where Hertle ought to be. Bertle goes through the five 

stages of grief (denial, anger, pleading and bargaining, 

despair and depression, acceptance) and, thanks to 

Gerda’s help, will learn to fill the hole with new 

memories.  

276MM x 235MM | 32PP  

Monsters at Christmas 

Laura Baker & Nina Dzyvulska  

This super fun picture book combines the classic trend of monsters with Christmas charm. With plenty 

to spot on every page, there are playful, bright visuals and lots of amusing gags within the Ukrainian 

illustrator's quirky artwork. The simple narrative is perfect for reading aloud, ideal for early readers as 

they build up their vocabulary and reading confidence.  

Also available: Monsters in Trucks. Follow the monsters in trucks as they build a city! Spot the ladybug 

in all the spreads, a monster thief on the loose, and a monster who might need the loo! 

Coming soon: Monsters at Bedtime and Monsters at School 

250MM x 250MM | 32PP 

        FICTION   
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A Mystery at the Incredible Hotel 

Kate Davies & Isabelle Follath 

The Delaunay baking competition is coming up. It is taking place at the Incredible Hotel and will judged 

by guest of honour, the Duchess of Delaunay. Stefan has perfected his Gingerbread castle recipe but on 

the morning of the event... the recipe is nowhere to be found. Luckily, the best detective in Delaunay is 

on hand - Stefan’s best friend, Matilda. Who can the thief be?! Everyone has their theory and the 

Duchess is ready to point the finger at a baking saboteur. Just in time, Matilda discovers the recipe has 

been snatched by the Duchesses dog, who has used it to make a cosy nest for a suprise litter of puppies. 

All is forgiven and the competition resumes. Stefan wins the prize and Matilda gets the respect she 

deserves from the very patronising local police department.  

Also available: The Incredible Hotel 

276MM x 235MM | 32PP 

The Thing at 52 

Ross Montgomery & Richard Johnson  

There’s a Thing in my street. 

He lives at number 52. 

I see him sitting in his garden when I walk to 

school.  

Written by one of the UK's best-loved children's 

authors, Ross Montgomery, this is a beautiful 

picture book about a girl who befriends a lonely 

monster who lives on her street. It's a poignant 

story about loneliness, friendship, community and 

change. 

 276MM x 235MM | 40PP 
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276MM x 235MM | 40PP 

Damsel Not In Distress  

Bethan Stevens  

Once upon a time, hidden deep in a valley in a magical land 

far away, there was a very tall tower. And trapped at the very 

top of that very tall tower there was a damsel… in distress! 

The only problem is, the damsel is not in distress. She keeps 

telling the narrator that she's perfectly fine. The 'terrifying 

beasts' in the moat are a family of ducklings and the 'wicked 

old witch' is actually her grandma! But the narrator just won't 

listen.  

Also available: The Grumpy Fairies 

276MM x 235MM | 32PP 

Once Upon a Witch's Broom 

Beatrice Blue  

The new title in the best-selling Once Upon A... Series by 

author-illustrator Beatrice Blue, already sold in 18 languages. 

This heart-warming story about how witches got their powers 

began once upon a magical town, when a little girl called 

Moira received a wondrous magic Relic. But try as she might, 

she couldn’t make her Relic blossom into life and make her 

magic powers shine like her best friend Lilly could. Her 

potions didn’t sparkle, her spells fell flat and everything she 

did seemed to go wrong. Can Moira learn to believe in herself 

and finally let her powers shine?   

        FICTION   
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Here Be Giants 

Susannah Lloyd & Paddy Donnelly 

A hilarious follow-on to Here be Dragons! In this 

book, the lovable hapless knight is back and 

determined to make a success of his new quest: 

to hunt and best a giant. He’s got competition 

from the other knights in the kingdom, but he 

has something they don’t… a special book 

called “Giant Hunting in Four Easy Steps”, and 

this time he can’t possibly fail… or can he?  

Also available:  Here Be Dragons 

  

276MM x 235MM | 40PP 

A Natural History of Magical Beasts 

Emily Hawkins & Jessica Roux 

These beautifully illustrated and meticulously 

detailed field notebooks act like a (fictional) natural 

history guide and look like a vintage album. The 

books features photographs and sketches made 

by scientists and contain all there is to know about 

the natural history of magical beasts! 

Available: 

A Natural History of Magick 

A Natural History of Fairies 

A Natural History of Mermaids 

265MM x 304MM | 64PP 
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Have You Seen Mikki Olsen? 

Alex Macdonald 

Penguin has a favourite teddy called Mikki Olsen. 

Whatever Penguin does, wherever Penguin goes, Mikki 

is always right there next to him. But after a particularly 

busy day, Penguin takes his eye off the toy and Mikki is 

lost.. or is he? This sweet and playful story is a great play 

on the 'he's behind you' scenario. Young readers will 

love spotting missing Mikki on every spread, as well as 

identifying with that special love for a treasured toy.  

 

250MM x 250MM | 32PP  

Broccoli’s Big Day! 

Mike Henson & Sandra De La Prada 

All the vegetables gather for the Annual to discuss who 

deserves to be nominated. Unassuming Broccoli feels 

she lives a very normal life  but decides to go along as 

best friend Carrot – with the amazing hair – will be there. 

While the other vegetables begin to bicker about who is 

the best, slowly it emerges that Broccoli is actually 

incredibly brave and kind, and a very special vegetable. 

Featuring a grumpy aubergine and an arrogant 

potato, this amusing tale highlights how special we all 

are in our own way.  

250MM x 250MM | 32PP  

Croc O’Clock 

Huw Lewis Jones & Ben Sanders 

Providing a unique, alternative spin on a familiar song, 

this delightfully silly story is contemporary, quirky and 

playful – kids will love to follow Croc’s antics and sing 

along with him as he guzzles all the food he can snap 

up.  

 

250MM x 250MM | 32PP  

        FICTION   
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276MM x 235MM | 40PP 

The Boy Who Cried Poo 

Alessandra Requena & Guilherme Karsten  

The sun was shining on our apartment, the water was 

glistening down below and we were ready for a day full 

of splashing, swimming and sitting by the pool. Until… 

DAD! I NEED A POO! 

My little brother needed a poo. But when we got up, up, 

up the steps to the loo, he changed his mind. I don’t need 

a poo. I NEED A POO! I don’t need a poo. I NEED A POO! 

Until enough was enough! We couldn’t miss out on 

anymore swim time. Except this time…  

A laugh-out-loud story with heart! 

When Dinosaurs Walked the Earth 

Sean Taylor & Zehra Hicks 

This is a hilarious picture-book farce about 

SMALLASAURUS, who enjoys a plant-based diet, and 

BADASAURUS who likes to eat small dinosaurs who enjoy 

a plant-based diet… and so begins a hilarious game of 

'cat and mouse'. Unfortunately, their silly antics soon 

attract the attention of an absolutely enormous  

meat-eating dinosaur called WORSEASAURUS. And that’s 

how it sometimes was back in the days . . .  When 

dinosaurs walked the earth! 

276MM x 235MM | 40PP 

Beware the Blue Bagoo 

Karl Newson & Andrea Stegmaier  

A detective tries to uncover the truth about the infamous 

‘Blue Bagoo’ – a creature so big and scary that it can’t 

possibly be made up, can it? However, as the investigation 

procedes, there is a critical twist... 

This is a tale of rumours and fears, that also teaches us 

a gentle lesson about jumping to conclusions and judging 

others!   

 

290MM x 235MM | 32PP 
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Unicorn Not Wanted 

Fred Blunt  

A humorous take on the unicorn trend, this is an  

anti-unicorn story, which pokes fun at the never-ending 

stream of unicorn books, but then becomes what it sets 

out not to be... thanks to an intruder! With a positive 

message of not stereotyping people and being yourself.  

"There are way too many unicorn stories, so this book will 

be A UNICORN FREE ZONE! And it will be set where you 

definitely won’t find unicorns... THE WILD WEST!  

250MM x 250MM | 32PP 

The Hot Cross Bunny 

Carys Bexington & Mark A. Chambers  

Meet Steve, a rather – hot – cross bunny and his more 

positive pal, Nugget, a cute chick.  

Egged on by Nugget, Steve decides to make an Easter 

egg hunt his own way. But Steve’s egg hatches a… 

dragon who poos chocolate! Chaos and drama unfold!  

Fun text makes this is a wonderful Easter story with a twist, 

packed with laughter and super silly escapades. 

 

290MM x 235MM | 32PP 

250MM x 250MM | 32PP 

Croc-a-doodle-doo! 

Huw Lewis Jones  & Sebastien Braun 

Follow Croc, a very hungry crocodile, as he roams Old 

MacDonald's farm looking for animals!  

Providing a unique, alternative spin on the familiar song,  

Old MacDonald Had a Farm, this delightfully silly story is 

contemporary, quirky and playful — it will have children and 

adults singing along and laughing out loud!  

        FICTION   
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Walter the Wonder Snail 

Neil Clark 

Walter's never seen beyond the tall towering flowers of his 

simple, small world. Surely there's more to life than 

munching on leaves? He sets out on an incredible journey 

full of challenges, remarkable sights, and unlikely 

friends (like Lottie the squirrel and Kendrick the frog) 

who inspire him to continue on his big adventure.  

Comical scenarios, rich artwork and a stunning colour 

palette will encourage readers to think big and not to be 

afraid of change!  
250MM x 250MM | 32PP 

Oh, Armadillo! 

Ellie Irving & Robert Starling  

This hilarious tale explores the endlessly humorous 

mishaps of an Armadillo who wants to host the most 

amazing party. But everything turns out a little 

peculiar... like a sponge cake made of sponges and 

an actual musical chair!  

Oh, Armadillo! combines laugh-out-loud humour 

with teaching a gentle lesson that thinking differently is 

good and can lead to the most fun of all!  

250MM x 250MM | 32PP 

Snug as a Bug? 

Karl Newson & Alex Willmore 

This is the story of a bug who is as ‘snug as a bug’, tucked 

up in bed at home, but soon finds himself on a wild 

adventure! He barely escapes becoming someone's 

dinner and comes close to meeting all sorts of sticky ends, 

but he keeps insisting he is ‘snug as a bug’ to comfort 

himself. Even being eaten isn’t enough to stop him 

getting back home to his snug bug bed… briefly. Snug as 

a Bug is a classic, hilarious picture book romp from Karl 

Newson. 
250MM x 250MM | 32PP 
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A Treasury of Tales for 4 Year Olds  

Gabby Dawnay & Heidi Griffiths 

A new collection of stories for young children, 

with original stories about animals, dragons, 

nature, music… Stories are arranged in order of 

difficulty, so that children will increase their 

reading confidence and comprehension as they 

make their way through the book.  

276MM x 235MM | 96PP 

A Treasury of Tales for 5 Year Olds 

Gabby Dawnay & Heidi Griffiths 

Snuggle up together and enjoy this collection 

selected especially for five-year-olds by literacy 

experts. Most children may not be able to read 

independently by the age of five, but they can 

start to prepare for this by building a foundation 

of literacy skills.  

A World Full of Winter Stories  

Angela McAllister & Olga Baumert  

Get ready for winter with this treasury of 50 beloved stories 

from around the globe. Curl up beside the fire and uncover 

stories from all over with this rich resource of folk tales. 

Featuring stories from home and legends and myths from 

distant lands, this collection of winter inspired stories is the 

perfect anthology for Christmas, or any time you want to 

uncover chilly tales from lands near and far. 

Also Available: A World Full of Nature Stories 

275MM x 240MM | 128PP 

276MM x 235MM | 96PP 
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Read to Your Baby Every Night 

Lucy Brownridge & Chloe Giordano  

A single volume of tried-and-tested lullabies and rhymes 

designed to share with your baby, illustrated with beautiful and 

tactile embroidery art. Science tells us that babies develop best 

and connect with people and the world around them when they 

are spoken to, sung to and read to. Even when they’re tiny, the 

sound of their parents’ voices helps them make sense of the world 

and feel comfortable with new people and places. This treasury 

gives parents the opportunity to rediscover just how useful (and 

calming) 30 of the best-loved lullabies and nursery rhymes are in 

one, beautiful volume.  

Also available: Read to Your Baby Every Day and Read to your 

toddler Every Day 240MM x 195MM | 64PP 

Blue Badger and the Beautiful Berry 

Huw Lewis Jones & Ben Sanders 

When Blue Badger meets another badger, he doesn't know what  

to do... They both agree that berries are beautiful... but will they be 

able to learn to share? The third story in a series of picture books 

about a befuddled, lovable badger and his search for happiness, 

friends and love. Featuring wry wit and deadpan humour, this  

picture book is suitable for readers big and small.  

Also available: Blue Badger and Blue Badger and the Big Breakfast 

250MM x 250MM | 32PP 

Never Brush a Bear 

Sam Hearn 

This is a delightfully amusing story about a determined young pet 

stylist called Herschel, who makes it his mission to brush a bear… 

He’s a head stylist, pet pamperer, extraordinaire!  

He dreams of awards, and longs to win prizes, 

For coiffuring creatures in all shapes and sizes! 

But a bear’s not a pet!! 

And brushing a bear is something he should forget!  

290MM x 235MM | 32PP 
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What a Day 

Written with the advise of sleep consultant Andrea Grace, 

this book aims to produce calm before bedtime, with the 

intent of helping children sleep through the night. The 

lyrical text that runs through the child's day – waking up, 

mealtimes, exploration and learning – is paired with simple, 

soothing illustrations.  

One phrase ("It made me smile when you...") is left open for 

the reader to finish – adding a personal touch to each 

nightly read.  
240MM x 240MM | 32PP 

A World of Gratitude 

What is gratitude? Why is it important to appreciate things 

big and small? Do we all give thanks in the same way? With 

this joyful and enriching book, young readers will learn all 

about gratitude. Go on a visual tour of the world’s 

continents, featuring colourful maps and guides on how to 

say ‘thank you’ in different languages, and learn the 

different ways that different cultures express gratitude.  

Coming soon: A World of Friendship 

229MM x 229MM | 32PP 

A Hero Like Me 

On 7th June, 2020, Jen Reid went to a Black Lives Matter 

protest in Bristol. During the protest, a statue of  

17th-century slave trader Edward Colston was toppled and 

thrown into Bristol Harbour. Despite being afraid of heights, 

Jen spontaneously climbed onto the empty plinth and 

raised her fist high above her head into the Black Power 

salute. On the morning of 15th July, a statue of Jen by Marc 

Quinn was added to the empty plinth.  

A Hero Like Me fictionalizes Jen Reid’s experience by 

imagining an 8-year-old child experiencing that same ’surge 

of power’. Because children, too, have power.  

276MM x 235MM | 40PP 
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Cash is Queen 

From a very young age, women are taught they are 

bad with money (they are not), they “spend 

frivolously” (they do not), and that they are risk-

averse (they are risk-aware).  

This is the world’s first money book written for young 

girls to address the gender wealth gap issue… not 

just a financial measure of inequality, but also a 

measure of cultural failing.  

Cash is Queen breaks down everything young girls 

need to know about saving, spending and stashing 

their cash – helping girls everywhere to establish 

positive financial habits that will last a lifetime. 

 

198MM x 129MM | 160PP 

Let’s Talk About Anxiety & Friendship 

A new series that aims to help children and parents 

discuss difficult topics. Each book has practical 

exercises that work in conjunction with the cards to 

create ‘conversation starters’ and provide guidelines 

for discussion. Parent and child read through the 

book together and complete the exercises, referring 

to the conversation cards as they go.  

160MM x 120MM | 64PP + 20 CARDS 
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Lore of the Stars 

How did the Milky Way form? The latest title in the series 

brings together astrology, astronomy, myths and legends in 

truly unique treasury combining a STEM topic with  

non-fiction folklore.  

Readers will be taken deep into space to discover 

how cultures around the world have explained our skies, 

stars, planets and beyond.  

Divided into chapters on the Sky, the Sun & Moon, Stars, 

Planets, Comets & Shooting Stars and the Cosmos. 

Also available: Lore of the Wild and Lore of the Land 

290MM x 235MM | 80PP 

A Miscellany of Mischief and Magic 

Welcome all rascals and tricksters to this marvellous, playful 

book! The themed spreads explore a range of topics such as 

infamous forgeries, made-up monsters, alien hoaxes and 

conspiracies, doctored photos (like the Cottingley Fairies), 

notorious tactics like the Trojan Horse, and much more. Meet 

infamous pranksters such as Edgar Allen Poe and Elagabalus 

(the Roman Emperor who was fond of whoopee cushions) and 

learn about illusionists and escape artists such as Harry 

Houdini. If you’re feeling mischievous, you can even follow the 

steps and tips to try your hand at some pranks and tricks of 

your own! Can you spot the 5 fake hoaxes?  

305MM x 248MM | 64PP 

Welcome to the Mysteryverse 

How? What? Why? Whisking readers through some of these 

holes in our scientific knowledge, the accessible and 

enjoyable book turns to the unanswered questions, what we do 

know, and some of the best current theories, as well as some of 

the most far out suggestions! From the personal (Why do we 

have fingerprints? Why do we yawn?) to the fundamental (How 

did life begin? Is anybody out there?) to the downright funny 

(Why do cats sit in circles?). This visually stunning compendium 

breaks down even the most complex topics and theories so 

everyone can puzzle over unanswered questions.   

310MM x 256MM | 112PP 
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An Atlas of Afterlives 

What happens after we 

die? Organised by 

continent, this book 

presents underworlds, 

otherworlds, heavens, 

and hells from different 

mythologies, from across 

the world, in a respectful 

and sensitive way, in 

their cultural context! 

310MM x 256MM | 96PP 

An Atlas of Lost Kingdoms 

On this quest around the world, you  

will find lost kingdoms, islands, even 

continents that people have searched 

for millennia and are now only known  

of through myths. Many still believe 

them to exist, so why find them?  

310MM x 256MM | 96PP 
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304MM x 259MM | 112P  

Round and Round Goes Mother Nature:   

48 Stories of Life Cycles 

 

This is a book to show children that the world is 

always turning round, and round, and change is 

happening all the time.  

48 story spreads tell fascinating stories of all sorts 

of lifecycles, from very small, to out of this world.  

From a frog, to a cloud in the sky to a twinkling star 

at night, discover the stories of the most amazing 

of life cycles between you and outer space.  

Also available:  

What Are You Doing Today Mother Nature? 

Coming Soon:  

Wild Languages of Mother Nature 

Secret Stories of Nature 

Nature holds fascinating secrets, from unusual 

features, to links between species, to insights 

into our amazing planet's past – we just have to 

know where to find them. In this beautiful field 

guide to the secret stories of nature readers are 

invited to journey around the world – through wild 

forests, over mountains high, to the bottom of our 

oceans and even as close as our own back 

gardens. Readers will come away with a wealth of 

knowledge and discover how looking at nature 

today can help us understand and unlock 

mysteries from long ago, from bygone weather to 

the dinosaurs.  

253MM x 185MM | 64PP 
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Wild Summer 

Alex Morss (ecologist, journalist, educator) inspire an appreciation 

for the natural world in this joyous exploration of the seasons, filled 

with young curiosity and old wisdom! 

Follow Grandma through a winter landscape to learn about the 

concept of hibernation. Explore the backyard with Father to 

discover all the different ways nature responds to the increasing 

Spring daylight and warmth. Follow Grandpa down a wild path 

towards the coast to explore the vibrancy of summer life. 

After the stories, annotated illustrations explain the seasonal 

behaviours of various plants and animals. 

Coming soon: Autumn Harvest 

290MM x 235MM | 32PP 

Day Time/Night Time: A Flip Book 

This innovative title looks at the animals of the day in twelve of the 

Earth’s major habitats, from the African Savannah to the Andes 

Mountains. The creatures of the night are then explored in the 

same habitats so that children can compare and contrast the same 

environments at different times of the day. Sections on the animals 

of dawn and dusk, and even urban wildlife, make this a truly 

comprehensive and novel look at the natural world.  

Also available: North Pole/South Pole: A Flip Book  

296MM x 235MM | 64PP 

When Dinosaurs Conquered the Skies 

What are birds, and where did they come from? This is an 

exquisitely illustrated exploration of how dinosaurs evolved flight 

and eventually became the birds we live with today. This book 

from the successful Incredible Evolution series proves that fact can 

definitely be stranger and more exciting than fiction! Can you 

imagine coming face-to-face with a toothy pigeon?!  

Also available:  

When Plants Took Over the Planet, When We Became Humans, 

and When the Whales Walked 

295MM x 210MM | 64PP 
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Legends of Norse Mythology 

Uncover the colourful lives of 50 powerful gods and 

goddesses, monsters and mythical lands as we journey 

back in time with this ultimate illustrated encyclopaedia of 

Norse Mythology. Each spread presents an otherworldly 

portrait of mythological characters with a summary of 

their story and attributes.  With text from Old English 

scholar and Norse mythology expert Dr Thomas Birkett.  

 

 

260MM x 201MM | 80PP 

The Who What Why of Zoology 

How do we know what we know about our world? And 

how much more there is to discover? 

This is a science-powered guide to the natural world and 

the zoologists uncovering its most amazing secrets. Plus, 

this book takes readers behind the scenes at museums 

and zoos to explore how cutting-edge research takes 

place, and how anybody can get involved.  

With expert insight from author Jules Howard and 

humour-filled art from illustrator Lucy Letherland, this 

book will delight any young naturalist! 

 
276MM x 235MM | 80PP 

Rewild The World at Bedtime 

This gorgeously illustrated, soothing treasury tells the true 

stories of how animals are healing our earth. It is the 

perfect anthology to comfort children at bedtime. Each 

story tells the tale of a real life rewilding or reintroduction 

story which has started the process of healing a particular 

environment or ecosystem around the world.  

Not only will each story have rich gorgeous pictures to 

accompany the stories, children will be calmed and 

reassured to hear how when given the room to thrive, 

mother nature is wise beyond our wildest dreams and can 

begin to heal herself, if only we will let her. 

 
276MM x 235MM | 96PP 

COVER 

NOT 

FINAL 
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The World That Feeds Us 

Where does our food come from? Discover how farmers 

around the world can make choices to protect the planet! 

Through this colourful and global look at farming, children 

will learn the seasonal workings of farms around the world, 

and how food can be grown using sustainable methods that 

focus on quality versus quantity to ensure an environmentally 

healthy future. A glossary defines key sustainable farming 

terms from heirloom crops and heritage breeds to high tech 

machinery such as farmbots. 

Also available: The Farm That Feeds Us 

 
295MM x 222MM | 80PP 

The River That Flows Beside Me 

A new title in the best-selling Look Closer series, this richly illustrated concertina book takes the reader 

from the top of a mountain spring, through varying landscapes, following a rivers journey from its 

source to the sea. With a focus on the important role waterways play to human and environmental 

survival, we will visually explore the changing landscapes they flow through and the habits and 

ecosystems that call the river their home.  

Also available: The Street Beneath My Feet, The Skies Above My Eyes, and The Sea Below My Toes 

320MM x 250MM | 20PP | FOLD OUT CONCERTINA 
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The Story of Conservation 

Combining history with science, this fact-packed  book charts 

the changes in our understanding and relationship with 

conservation. From the beginnings of the planet when 

humans didn’t consider their impact on their surroundings, to 

the modern world and what we can do to protect our natural 

resources today.  

Readers will discover practical ways we can work together to 

help protect our resources for our future generations. It 

includes maintaining diversity of species, genes, and 

ecosystems, as well as functions of the environment, such as 

nutrient cycling.  

Also available: The Story of Climate Change, The Story of 

Inventions, The Story of People, The Story of Space, and 

The Story of Life 

275MM x 240MM | 40PP 

The Secret Life of Oceans 

Follow Tia the Green Turtle through this first guide to ocean life around the globe. Learn about 

ocean homes and who lives where, big creatures like whale sharks, little creatures as zooplankton, 

sea weather, and how to help save our oceans. Read delightful stories, engaging facts and magical 

folklore from around the planet. Tia has learnt much on her travels and she will be a great guide for 

young readers, inspiring them to develop a lifelong love of life under the ocean.  

Also available: The Secret Life of Bees, The Secret Life of Trees, and The Secret Life of Birds 

Coming soon: The Secret Life of Bugs 

 290MM x 235MM | 48PP 
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Time Travel Sleepover: Ancient Egypt 

Meet two friends and their mischievous cat as they time-travel into Ancient Egypt, and befriend siblings 

Tuya and Senbi! With Tuya and Senbi, the time travellers will discover the everyday life of an Egyptian 

kid, will explore their city, play their favourite games, dress up in jewels, learn who are their favourite 

gods... and of course will have a sleepover at their hosts' house!  

Tim Knapman's text is funny and informative, and the new scenarios the kids – and cat – find themselves 

in lead to lots of visual gags and amusing character interaction. Warm, funny, engaging illustrations 

from Matt Robertson introduce key history facts in a gentle, playful way.   

Coming soon: Time Travel Sleepover: Knights and Castles 

 
290MM x 235MM | 52PP 

History's Biggest Show-Offs 

Andy Seed's hilarious text brings these crazy but true 

stories to life, as he tells readers tales about long-dead 

leaders, artists, musicians and more, from all around 

the world, who could not stop telling others how great 

they were. 

An example? Alexander the Great, who named more 

than 70 cities in his vast empire after himself... and one 

after his horse! 

The snappy facts are paired with humorous character 

illustrations from the brilliant Sam Caldwell for 

maximum hilarity.  

 
290MM x 235MM | 64PP 
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The World’s Most Atrocious Animals 

Third title in the best-selling series — already sold in 16 languages — this guide to terrifying animals 

will help teach kids about the animals we fear. Meet the poisonous blue-ringed octopus and some truly 

shocking electric eels! Are they really as scary and wicked as they seem? Or are they just protecting 

themselves and feeding their families? 

The antagonist’s voice points out the most frightening aspects of each creature through cheeky 

annotations, while the narrator's voice describes factual information about each animal's scary 

characteristics.  

Also available: The World's Most Ridiculous Animals and The World's Most Pointless Animals 

 290MM x 235MM | 80PP 

Darwin's Super-pooping Worm Spectacular 

This is the silly and fascinating true story of how Charles 

Darwin came to discover that the humble earthworm is 

the most important species on our planet, even if all his 

scientist friends laughed at him. In a quest to find out 

the worms special talent, Darwin spent 40 years trying 

many bizarre but entirely true experiments. Until, one 

day he realised that worms do have a superpower. 

They POO!  

This narrative non-fiction picture book features key non 

fiction pull out panels on each page which sit along 

side the story.  

 
276MM x 235MM | 32PP 
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216MM x 216MM | 48PP 

Really Wild Families series  

Based on the everyday adventures of wild animals, this new series discovers what the littlest members 

of the family get up to! Through their eyes we will explore the habitats, family dynamics and how they 

play, grow and survive as a family. An adorable story is followed by a fun activity section packed with 

craft projects, case studies and a quiz section at the back of the book, so you can put everything you 

have learnt these little ones and their family to the test.  

Nature Heroes series  

This series focuses on a group of friends who are 

passionate about nature and the great outdoors. Each book 

features a different child who has a favourite topic that they 

are fascinated by. For example, Pedro Loves Saving the 

Planet tells the fact-filled story of a day in the life of a boy 

who is passionate about the environment. Pedro spends 

the day at his school eco club's forest cabin where he learns 

about electric cars and renewable energy, discover fun 

ways to save water, and find out creative ways to recycle. 

 

230MM x 230MM | 48PP 

Meet the National Animals 

A playful and humorous look at the animals all around the world who 

represent their country—featuring over 35 amazing animals, from the 

mystical Scottish Unicorn to China's Giant Panda and the wonderful, but 

extinct, Dodo from Mauritius. 

  

The witty text brings each animal to life and celebrates their quirks and 

characteristics, as well as touching gently on conservation issues. It 

includes a playful, charming narrative along the bottom of each spread, 

which sees Brown Bear gradually bringing all the animals together as 

they travel the 
290MM x 235MM | 48PP 
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Shine A Light: My World series 

A new spin-off to our successful Shine A Light series, My World focusses on experiences that all 

children have, such as your first day at school or feeling poorly. First, view a full-colour scene and read 

about what is pictured – but what else is there? Shine a torch behind the page to reveal what is hidden!  

 

260MM x 260MM | 36PP 

Endangered Animals Atlas 

In this follow-on to Football Atlas, Space Atlas, Ocean Atlas, and 

Dinosaur Atlas readers will be taken on a journey around the 

planet and through the distinctive habitats and landscapes it 

supports. Entries on endangered animals in a whole host of 

environments will inspire love and admiration for the natural 

world and all its amazing creatures. An important yet gentle 

introduction to the impact of climate change and human activity 

on the environment, Endangered Animals Atlas explores how 

everyone can help save our planet, and enjoy its beauty!  

Coming soon: Volcano Atlas 

290MM x 235MM | 64PP 
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216 MM x 216MM | 48PP 

Lunar New Year 

Explore how Ling and her family celebrate the biggest Chinese 

festival of the year. The new year festival lasts for 15 days full of 

preparation, celebration and symbolism. Join Ling, her sister 

Mei and granny Poh Poh as they clean the house from top to 

bottom, pick fresh flowers from the garden, visit friends and 

family, and carry red lanterns through their 

neighbourhood. Bright and magical illustrations bring the 

Lunar New Year to life, along with the fun 'factivity' section 

that follows the story and delves into more detail about how 

the festival is celebrated in China and beyond. 

Coming soon: Ramadan and Eid al-Fitr  

We’ve Got This 

We've Got This! Seven Steps to Build your Empathy 

Superpower, written in partnership with EmpathyLab, is the 

essential empathy handbook for young readers.The 

emotional well-being of children is just as important as their 

physical health but it’s not something that all children are 

taught about or are offered support for. Understanding 

empathy and growing emotional intelligence allows children 

and young people to develop the resilience to cope with 

whatever life throws at them and grow into well-rounded, 

healthy adults.  

210 MM x 160MM | 128PP 

Happy, Wonderful Me 

Happy, Wonderful Me is directed at the youngest members of 

society and aims to help them learn behaviours that will set 

them up for their entire life. Happy, Wonderful Me is a simple 

book that plants seeds for children on how to be healthy and 

look after themselves. Children will uncover 30 simple ways 

they can take care of themselves, which will help them 

slowdown in this busy world we live in and prepare for the 

future. This is a toolkit for our next generation to help them 

become secure, happy, and healthy children.  

220MM x 197MM | 48PP 
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That’s A Job? series 

The perfect first guide for children who want to 

discover the careers they could have, based on their 

interest. With titles covering art, space, the outdoors, 

animals, and sport, this series is sure to inspire 

children’s ambitions and get them excited for their 

futures. Aimed at readers aged 7+, the illustrated 

narrative approach tells the story of each career and 

helps introduce children to the world of work in a 

playful, engaging way.  

 

Coming soon: That’s A Hob? I Like Making Things 

 

297MM x 250MM | 48PP 

A Whole World Of Art 

Even before people could write, they have told stories 

with pictures. Art is universal, but the story we know 

about it is not. This book seeks to tell children the true 

story of art, in which the rich visual canon from every 

culture is explored by looking at key works from 

different times and places. This book takes readers on 

a whirlwind tour around the world and through time. 

Each spread shows a full-bleed spread of a scene from 

art history and shows artists making an important 

artwork within a busy, beautifully illustrated scene. 

There will be a paragraph of introductory text and 

small captions around the spread will give small details 

about the time place and inspiration. Readers will 

travel through twenty-five scenes from art history, 

circling the globe with two travel companions – one 

boy and one girl.   

310 MM x 256MM | 64PP 
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I Can Draw series  

A new drawing activity series that will help children learn how to draw their favourite things!  

With step-by-step instructions and adorable illustrations, you will discover how to create these basic 

shapes and learn some art techniques.  

Also available as a bind up! 

280M x 216MM | 32PP 

300MM x 236MM | 34PP +  OVER 200 STICKERS I Want to Be series 

This creative first careers sticker book series introduces children to a life in design, fashion, mechanics, 

and architecture — with the chance to show off their skills and creativity throughout the book. With 

gorgeous colour palettes and 10 pages of stunning stickers, the I Want To Be series will ensure that the 

reader can create amazing scenes while exercising their own creative inspiration and learning about 

each career. With plenty of stickers, there are endless possibilities! 
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Let’s Play 

Say goodbye to boredom with this globe

-spanning  pick-up-and-play guide to 

children’s games from around the world. 

Have fun while learning about other 

cultures! 

The games include solo puzzles like 

Pentalpha (Crete), big party games like 

Catch the Dragon’s Tail (China), and 

everything in between, from a Native 

American board game to an hilarious 

variation of Tag from Pakistan.  

 

 

 

275MM x 250MM | 64PP 

100 Things to Know About Architecture 

Learn all about the world of architecture in only 100 words! From the familiar to the jaw-dropping, the 

medieval to ultra-modern, this is a fascinating introduction to cool buildings in a fun and accessible 

format - the perfect gift for aspiring architects or curious young minds!  

Also available: Art, Inventions, The Ancient World, and Politics 

290MM x 235MM | 112PP 
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The World's Best Dad  

A new activity series of gift journals for children to gift to their loved ones on special occasions. The 

variety of activities encourages creativity and sharing — children can also ask for the help of the 

recipient, making journaling a bonding activity for the whole family! The embroidery artwork cover will 

make any occasion truly special! 

Coming soon: The World’s Best Mum 

278MM x 225MM | 32PP  

Be Creative Every Day series  

Three new titles in our daily creativity series. With 365 activities, these books are packed full of playful 

prompts and imaginative step-by-steps, aimed at children aged eight and older. Take your creativity 

global in My Year Around the World, or delve into the world of science and technology in My Year of 

Discovery. At the end of the year you have an amazing keepsake of your own creativity!  

210MM x 148MM | 144PP 
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You & Your Amazing Brain 

A fact-packed title from 2020, now revamped and updated! Discover how the brain controls your 

actions, reactions and emotions in ways you've never imagined.  

Why can you not tickle yourself? Why do adults like foods they hated as children? How do some 

creatures have the ability to take over the brains of other species? 

240MM x 185MM | 80PP 

The Everyday Happenings of the Human Body 

This book is perfect for inquisitive readers who delight in asking “How?” and “Why?”. This books break 

down the processes, systems, and connections inside the body. Step-by-steps, cross-sections, and 

exploded diagrams are used to answer the questions, with short caption text, and panels of extra facts 

and information, while the fun and quirky illustration style brings it all to life.  

Also available: The Everyday Workings of Machines and The Everyday Journeys of Ordinary Things  

297MM x 250MM | 48PP 
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So You Think You Know series  

A fact-packed series for kids with a passion for learning. Each title focusses on one popular topic and 

will teach kids everything they don’t know about their favourite subject. A fun and interactive way to 

learn, each title has a mix of photos and illustrations. At the end of the book there are some press-out 

sheets to build your very own model.  

254MM x 195MM | 128PP + PRESS OUT SHEETS 

Genius Lab series  

A new experiments series with 40 easy-to-follow experiments in each title. With colour photos 

throughout, kids will learn the science behind the experiments and be encouraged to take the 

experiment further themselves. All experiments use common materials that can be found at home.  

254MM x 195MM | 160PP 
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The Book of Time 

A treasure trove for inquisitive minds to find out about the time all  

around us: lifespans, seasons, geological time, and much more! 

Ever heard of the Cosmic Calendar? The Big Bang signals the start of  

January 1st, Earth does not appear until September, the first dinosaurs  

arrive on December 24th, and Ancient Egyptians build the pyramids at  

12 seconds to midnight on New Year’s Eve! 

Also available: The Book of Math and 

The Book of Comparisons  

 

297MM x 250MM | 96PP                           
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Life Size Prehistoric World 

An incredible collection of facts and 

information about prehistoric life. 

Discover the beasts that roamed the 

earth millions of years ago. With life-size 

anatomical illustrations and size 

comparisons, these beasts are put into 

context. From dinosaurs to creatures of 

the deep, all sorts of prehistoric animals 

are covered in this large format guide to 

the prehistoric world.  

267MM x 240MM | 128PP 

Superpowers of Nature and Superheroes of Nature  

A new photographic series with stunning photography of incredible animals from 

around the world. Meet the superheroes of the animal world and discover their 

amazing superpowers. With some non-fiction text to accompany the photographs, 

kids will be amazed by what they see and learn!  

270 MM x 210MM | 96PP 
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267MM x 240MM | 48PP | MODEL PIECES  Life Size series 

A new series exploring the incredible lives of prehistoric creatures, from sabretooth tigers and 

dinosaurs to buzzsaw sharks. Bring the amazing world of prehistoric creatures alive with this book of  

life-size illustrations and accompanying life-size head models. Build a life-size sabretooth skull and 

marvel at the size of these predators.  

Available: Prehistoric Beasts, Prehistoric Ocean, and Dinosaurs 

 

Biggest Longest Tallest Fastest series  

Some books give you big. Others give you bigger. This one gives you biggest! With innovative double 

gatefolds that unfold twice, both vertically and horizontally, nature’s giants are literally bursting out of 

the page. Gatefolds are accompanied by a wealth of flaps to open and explore. Combined with 

beautiful animal illustrations and informative text, this comparisons book goes further than the rest. 

Available: Amazing Animals, Incredible Oceans, and World of Dinosaurs 

307MM x 247MM | 64PP + GATEFOLD AND FLAPS 
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Scanorama: Human Body  

A highly interactive and visual approach to learning about the human body. With an original sliding 

scanner device that works like an x-ray to reveal the inside of the body, plus flaps with additional 

anatomical information.  

Previous titles include Amazing Animals, Deadly Predators, and Dinosaurs  

330MM x 215MM | 32PP | PLC WITH SLIDER MECHANISMS 

First 50 Facts: Human Body 

This stylishly-illustrated large-scale board book is a collection of 

50 fascinating facts to awaken children’s curiosity about their own 

body and how it works. Travel through the human body, from the 

amazing brain to the heart and lungs, and other major organs. 

How does it all work? Lift the flaps to reveal hidden facts and 

“see inside” different body parts. Detailed artwork will engage and 

absorb young readers as they pour over the busy scenes packed 

with brilliant body bits and uncover hidden surprises! 

Also available: Animals, Dinosaurs, and Machines 

307MM x 247MM | 12PP | BOARD BOOK WITH FLAPS 
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Let’s Go inside the Human Body 

The latest title in our successful Let’s Go series tackles the human 

body. Turn the pages as you discover different parts of the body 

and how it works! On each page, there’s a few objects to search-

and-find as you delve deeper into the human body.  

Also available:  

Ocean, Dinosaurs, History, Rainforest, Earth, and Space 

340MM x 210MM | 23PP | MULTI-LAYERED WITH DIE CUT 

Inside Out series 

Discover the human brain and the incredible things it is capable of! Step into a volcano, a world of fire —

and excitement! Explore a dragon’s specialized anatomy, from its razor-sharp teeth to its massive size! 

A layered 3-D model serves as the centre point of each section, revealing key parts and functions, while 

entertaining and informative text explains how everything works. Loaded with awesome illustrations and 

captivating text, a die-cut model within the book’s pages will take you inside to reveal, system by system 

and layer by layer, how the Human Brain, a Volcano, and a Dragon function! 

Also available: Human Body, Mummy, Horse, Shark, T-Rex, and Pirate Ship 

 

280MM x 216MM | 16PP | INTERACTIVE DIE-CUT MODEL  
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Build and Discover series  

An in-depth guide to the world of animals, dinosaurs and creepy crawlies. 

With simple, slot together moving models that focus on the unique 

movement of these creatures. Includes 3 wind-up motors to make your 

models move.  

240MM x 140MM | 64PP | MODEL PIECES AND WIND-UP MOTORS 

290MM x 235MM | 26PP | SCRATCH AWAY MAGIC INK Dig and Discover series 

Explore detailed, busy scenes from history, then get hands-on with the scratch off layers. Spot ancient 

objects in bustling scenes from history, then uncover those same items thousands of years later, on an 

archaeological dig. Find precious jewels, famous artefacts and prehistoric fossils and more, in this 

young history series. 
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Wild Your World: Bees  

Packed full of practical ideas of how to 

help bees in the wild, this is an 

educational illustrated guide to bees for 

young people. The vibrant eye-catching 

illustrations by Philip Giordano are 

combined with detailed text and diagrams 

that explain all about bees and their 

importance to our world.  

Available both as a BOOK (including a 

removable poster for readers to enhance 

their learning experience) and also as a 

BOX (including a toy bee house and press 

out model bees). 

Coming soon: Wild Your World: Birds 

BOX: 367MM x 210MM | 48PP | PRESS OUT MODELS 

BOOK: 297MM x 210MM | 48PP  
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Illuminoceans 

The hugely successful Illumi series (sold in over 20 languages) returns with the magic  

3-colour lens to take ocean explorers deep into our planet's underwater worlds. 

Continent by continent, and layer by layer of the sea, take your blue lens and discover the 

most unusual and important creatures from each habitat, while the green lens will reveal 

the location and set the scene. Use your red lens to reveal the plants and other 

phenomena — while learning of the human impact that we have had on the sea for 

thousands of years, from the ancient Greeks, to the Titanic, to micro-plastics.  

 

 
340MM x 280MM | 64PP | 3-COLOUR ACETATE LENS  

Little Turtle’s Big Ocean Journey 

A refreshing look at a popular key STEM topic, this 

unique book format is expertly crafted with a 

character play piece interacting with each page 

for an immersive learning experience. This is the 

perfect gift title for any nature lover, with lots of 

easy-to-comprehend facts, stunning naturalistic 

illustrations,  and lyrical non-fiction text 

narrating the turtle’s amazing lifecycle as well as 

presenting the ocean creatures it meets on its 

journey! 

240MM x 220MM | 16PP | BOARD BOOK WITH DIE-CUTS AND MODEL TURTLE PIECE 
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Magic Flashlight: Jungle and Magic Telescope: Space  

Children will love exploring the jungle and space with this revealing series. Use the die-cut mechanism 

to shine your flashlight or telescope over different dark scenes, and reveals what hides behind. Packed 

with information, humour and beautifully vivid illustrations, the Illuminate series uses an ingenious 

mechanism that reveals different parts of a scene as readers move their ‘flashlight’ or ‘telescope’. 

325MM x 236MM | 24PP | BOARD BOOK WITH DIE-CUT WINDOWS AND 4 MECHANISMS 

Journey Through series 

Lift the flaps, peek through the die-cuts and explore the ocean, space, and around the world in this new 

search-and-find series. Young readers will love to explore the detailed and varied scenes, while 

learning about space, the ocean, and the world. Flaps and die-cuts will lead the reader through the 

book, enticing them to discover more. With search-and-find on every page, children won’t get bored of 

this charming new series!  

300MM x 240MM | 14PP | BOARD BOOK 
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Your World Through A Telescope 

Take a close-up look at objects in the sky with a 

build-your-own telescope and star planetarium. 

With detailed illustrations and educational text, 

this kit is perfect for kids who are always dreaming 

of the stars. 

Also available: 

Microscope 

Engineer Academy: Flight 

With 6 build-it-yourself projects to learn about the 

science of flight (from pterosaurs to wingsuits), 

curious kids will love learning everything about 

flight. This STEAM series for model-making 

enthusiasts encourages children to develop skills 

and knowledge in particular areas of science, with 

a key focus on engineering. Each book is packed 

with experiments you can do with items from 

around the house. 

Also available: Space, Marble Run, and Robotics 

240MM x 267MM | 48PP | MODEL PIECES 

240MM x 267MM | 48PP | TELESCOPE MODEL PIECES 
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Magnetic Science 

Magnetism is all around us, from our mobile 

phone to our fridge. This interactive guide 

looks at the history and science behind 

magnetic technology. Perfect for developing 

an interest in STEAM subjects, this box kit 

gives readers the opportunity to build their 

own working levitating train and 9 other 

amazing magnetic experiments. All the pieces 

can be dismantled and replaced in the box for 

easy storage and repeated use. 

240MM x 267MM | 48PP 

MODEL PIECES & OTHER COMPONENTS  

Circuit  Science  

Young scientists will learn by doing, as they 

build and create dynamic circuit projects, 

absorbing information about scientific 

principles and physics along the way. Build a 

robot, make a lantern, explore static electricity, 

and have fun creating circuit games to play, in 

this entertaining, educational book and box 

set. The perfect tool for teaching science 

topics to kids in a hands-on and engaging 

way! 

240MM x 267MM | 48PP 

CIRCUIT WIRE & OTHER COMPONENTS  

Available in the series: Circuit Science, Magnetic Science, Hydraulic Science, Moving Machines, and Super Structures 
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Making History Series  

Discover the history of 

these amazing 

engineering feats in this 

new model series. 

Uncover the story of the 

Mars Rover, the Titanic, 

and the Golden Gate 

Bridge and then build 

your very own model. 

Complete with cut aways 

to reveal the inner 

workings of these 

amazing structures. 

 

347MM x 217MM | 64PP | MODEL PIECES  

260MM x 281MM | 24PP | 5 POP OUT OBJECTS TO BUILD  

Build Your Own Transport Museum 

Illustrated with lovely picture book-style artwork, this 

DIY pop-up book with hands-on STEAM content will 

delight fans of history, science, craft, and model-

making! Follow the instructions to create five amazing 

pop-ups and assemble the objects in a series of 

exhibition to help the characters get your museum 

ready for the grand opening!  

Other titles in the series: Space Museum, Science 

Museum, History Museum, and Dinosaur Museum 
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Build the Solar System 

Take a journey from the heat of the Sun to distant 

Neptune with this fascinating guide to our Solar 

System, complete with a stylish build-it-yourself 

model. Budding astronomers will delight in this  

fact-packed STEAM guide, including information 

on the eight planets, dwarf planets and over a 

hundred moons. The press-out model offers a 

visual representation of the Sun and eight planets, 

sure to keep hands-on learners busy and 

engaged with the topic of space. 

Coming soon: Build the James Webb Telescope 

363MM x 192MM | 32PP | MODEL PIECES  

Build A Mermaid 

Build a 30 centimetre mermaid with 21 model pieces, with no scissores or 

glue needed! This unique gift for birthdays can be used for play or as a 

decorative display piece! This fictional introduction to the magical world of 

mermaids also includes some real-life facts about sealife, with a topical 

message about taking care of our world! 

353MM x 182MM | 32PP | MODEL PIECES  
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Santa’s Workshop  

Open the box and marvel: this 

beautiful folding-out play set 

includes an illustrated guide 

book and a pocket full of die-

cut projects to punch out and 

assemble.  

Build a multi-level,  

three-dimensional Santa’s 

workshop, a sleigh with 

reindeers, Christmas trees, 

snowmen, hard working elves, 

and of course Santa himself! 

 

Princess Castle 

This delightful folding-out 

play set includes an 

illustrated handbook and a 

pocket full of projects to 

punch out and assemble. 

Make a friendly dragon, 

decorate a princess's 

bedroom, and place priceless 

treasures in the jewel room! 

Delightful die-cut models of 

the castle inhabitants will 

guide you through ornate 

rooms and forgotten 

passages.  

Fairy Tree House  

Fanciful die-cut model fairies 

flit about a multi-level,  

three-dimensional 

enchanted tree house in this 

folding-out play set, which 

includes an illustrated fairy 

handbook and a pocket full of 

projects to punch out and 

assemble: make a fairy 

carousel, dress a fairy, and 

create a flapping dragonfly 

mobile! 

 

250MM X 180MM | 32PP | FOLDING-OUT BOX SET WITH HANDBOOK AND PRESS-OUT MODEL PIECES  

MODEL 

NOT 

FINAL 

MODEL 

NOT 

FINAL 
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250MM x 180MM | 48PP | ELEMENTS  

219MM x 143MM | 288PP | HARDBACK WITH CLOTH-EFFECT FINISH 

Art Fold Classics: Alice in Wonderland 

A wonderful new gift series which enables readers to turn their classics into stunning art works! By 

simply folding each page to mark their progress, the reader will produce a magical keepsake for their 

shelves. The folded pages form a unique iconic emblem at the heart of each story. 

Coming soon: Art Fold Classics: Secret Garden and Art Fold Classics: Peter Pan  

Make Art                                      
 

Unleash imaginative freedom and mindful creativity with 25 out-of-the-box art projects to create, while 

learning about 21 key art movements in history. Create sculptures, collages, and paintings! Modern art 

history meets crafting with this box set and informative text by leading art author, Susie Hodge. 

Available both as a BOOK and as a BOX (including book, stencils, stickers, adhesive paper, gemstones, 

string, press-outs card pieces, drawing paper, tissue paper, textured card, felt, beads, and much more)! 

Coming soon: Make Art: Kawaii and Make Art: Doodles 

COVERS 

NOT 

FINAL 
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340MM x 280MM | 64PP 

REMOVABLE SPINNER IN COVER 

Spin To Survive: Pirate Peril 

Latest instalment in the successful game-in-a-book 

series, this exciting choose-your-own-adventure story 

dives into a fascinating period of history: the Golden 

Age of Piracy. Armed with nothing but their instincts 

and their trusty survival spinner, readers will play their 

way past dangers as they fight to survive, facing off 

against hurricanes, sharks, cannon-fire and cut-throats. 

Will you head out to search for treasure, sign on with a 

crew of pirate-hunters, or embark on the riskiest course 

of all... joining forces with the pirates themselves? 

Available: Deadly Jungle and Frozen Mountain 
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Cat Family at the Museum:  

A lift-the-flap book 

Lucy Brownridge & Eunyoung Seo 

Follow the cats through each room to discover a 

Renaissance glamour puss in Botticelli's The Birth of 

Venus and Impressionist kittens fishing by the pond 

in Monet's Waterlilies.  

Find joy in looking closely: the paintings can be 

opened to reveal treasures. With Liberty patterns and 

William Morris inspired  textures, this fun exploration 

of art history is organised by period and style. 

 

278MM x 200MM | 24PP + 12 FLAPS PER SPREAD 

Cat Family Christmas:  

A lift-the-flap Advent Book  

Lucy Brownridge & Eunyoung Seo 

With over 50,000 copies sold in 13 languages, this 

book will endure through the years as a family 

favourite! 

Count down to Christmas with the cat family in this  

lift-the-flap advent book. With a nod to nostalgic 

Victorian advent calendars, open up tiny but sturdy 

flap 'doors' on each one of the 24 pages, as you help 

the cat family decorate, bake and prepare the house 

for the holiday season.  

The Lucky Red Envelope:  

A lift-the-flap Lunar New Year Celebration  

Vikki Zhang 

Follow a little girl and her family as they get ready for 

celebrating the Lunar New Year festival — make 

festive dumplings with Nainai (grandma), read a story 

about the zodiac with Yeye (grandpa) and exchange 

lucky red envelopes with your loved ones! 

With non-fiction information about the significance of 

certain rituals, but told through the excited eyes of a 

child, this is a book to return to year after year in the 

run up to the biggest festival in the Chinese calendar. 

 
278MM x 200MM | 24PP + 12 FLAPS PER SPREAD 

278MM x 200MM | 24PP + 12 FLAPS PER SPREAD 
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In the Hall of the Mountain King 

Based on the celebrated piece of music by Edvard 

Greig. Rewritten for modern children, the story focuses 

on the most famous episode: when a young man runs 

away to the mountains and ends up in the hall of the 

‘mountain king’ – a scary troll! It stays true to the 

character of Peer Gynt: a poet, a wanderer and 

someone who likes to embellish the truth and therefore 

gets into frequent mishaps! 

265MM x 304MM | 24PP | 10 SOUND CLIPS 

My First Story Orchestra: I Can Play 

Press the keys to learn 8 famous classical tunes with this 

first piano sound book! Try this simple method: colour 

and shape codes correspond to the 17 keys, so kids can 

learn easy 8-bar, one-finger melodies. Each song 

includes an enchanting illustration and description of 

the part of the story that the music is telling.  

Coming soon:  

My First Story Orchestra: Four Seasons In One Day 

and My First Story Orchestra: Carnival of the Animals  

 
272MM x 310MM | 20PP | PIANO KEYBOARD 

265MM x 304MM | 24PP | 10 SOUND CLIPS 

The Planets 

Press the buttons to hear 10-second sound clips of 

orchestras playing from Gustav Holst’s famous suite, in 

this musical reimagining!  

Two siblings get ready for bed in their new space rocket 

bunk beds… but sleep will have to wait as they 

magically blast up into the glittering night sky, leaving 

planet Earth far below them. Helen and Tim journey 

here, there and everywhere through our majestic solar 

system. But now it really is time to head home!  
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https://quarto.box.com/s/cz8hc8z6smryrxlqlkxnt6lpb4tmz1n9
https://quarto.box.com/s/cz8hc8z6smryrxlqlkxnt6lpb4tmz1n9
https://quarto.box.com/s/cz8hc8z6smryrxlqlkxnt6lpb4tmz1n9
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Backpack Buddies: Red Panda 

Take your favourite pet everywhere with this highly collectable introduction to favourite animals. The 

adorable pet-shaped books with super cute illustrations are easy to transport and include a strap for 

attaching to backpacks or belt loops. Written in collaboration with zoologists from the London Natural 

History Museum, this new series combine lots of educational value with playground appeal. 

Coming soon: Backpack Buddies: Puppy, Backpack Buddies: T-Rex, and Backpack Buddies: 

90MM x 90MM | 10PP | SHAPED BOARD BOOK WITH CLIP STRAP 

160MM x 160MM | 10PP 

 

160MM x 160MM | 10PP 

 

210MM x 210MM | 16PP 

BOARD BOOK + TACTILE MATERIALS 

My Busy Music Book!  

The first fidget-focused series for intuitive learning with 

integrated fidget novelties for developing fine motor 

skills and hand-eye coordination! Putting the ‘busy board’ 

craze into handy book form, these interactive and sensory 

“fidget” activities are proven to help reduce restlessness 

and anxiety — designed with the consultancy of a Child 

and Educational Psychologist and a Primary Education 

Lecturer. 

Coming soon: My Busy Art Book! and My Busy Book: Look After Your Baby Unicorn 
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Hide & Peek series  

Hide and Peek is a series of 

interactive board books 

featuring flaps, sliding pull-tabs 

and pop-up pages to engage 

and entertain. These devices 

provide a fun, peekaboo 

element within each story, 

revealing additional content to 

spot and discover. Each book 

contains a sweet, simple and 

entertaining story, perfect for 

reading to children before they 

go to sleep.  

178MM x 178MM | 12PP 

BOARD BOOK WITH NOVELTY 

Parp in Space! 

PARRRP! What’s that smell? A group of animals board a spaceship, but one of them keeps breaking 

wind, producing a really pongy whiff! But whodunnit? With each page turn, it slowly becomes clearer 

who the mysterious culprit might be… and it’s not who you expect! 

This robust board book includes pull-out sliders, which reveal extra story details! Playful illustrations 

and lovable animal characters will make this a firm family favourite. It's silly, funny, and will delight all!  

Also available: Parp! Coming soon: Parp at Christmas! 

180MM x 180MM | 24PP | BOARD BOOK WITH SLIDERS 
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Tiny Cloth Books 

These sweet, soft first cloth books are perfect for babies. The small and chunky cubed format makes 

them easy to grasp and play with.  Each of these soft cloth books feature colourful, high-contrast 

illustrations on coloured backgrounds. Little ones will be enthralled as they develop their vision and 

language skills, as well as hand-eye coordination.  Each book in the series covers a different theme and 

comes in a gift box. Collect each book in the series to create a puzzle game! 

60MM x 60MM | 10PP | CHUNKY CLOTH 

145MM x 145MM  | CLOTH + BATH + BOARD BOOK  Baby’s Busy Day 

A beautiful gift set that includes three books for a baby’s day — a board book for playtime, a bath book 

for bath time, and a soft book for bedtime. Each of these books tells the story of the different parts of 

the baby’s very busy day! The different formats maximise sensory development and introduce babies 

to these daily routines.  
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ABC series 

Through engaging but calming illustrations and text, ABC Bedtime provides an alphabet of ways to 

get kids to cooperate in getting ready for bed.  

ABC Helpful Me features encouraging text to get kids excited about helping out at home, at school, 

and everywhere else: Ask how to help out, Be themselves, Clean up toys, and much more! 

With ABC The World & Me, take a journey to 26 amazing places all over the globe—from A to Z!  

229MM X 229MM | 36PP | BOARD BOOK 

How Do You Feel? 

A brand-new circular format with mix-and-match origami flaps to encourage 

emotional literacy and empathy, as well as developing fine motor skills and 

hand-eye coordination! 

A free-play exploration of 8 key emotions with 4 origami paper folds per 

spread to change the facial expressions of the characters! Helps pre-schoolers 

understand their own emotions by exploring responses to real-life scenario. 

Coming soon: Whose bum is this? 

200MM x 200MM | 10PP | SHAPED BOARD BOOK WITH 4 ORIGAMI FLAPS PER SPREAD 
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Whizz Kids 

Give your child a head-start on school with this educational series created in consultation with leading 

academics from Oxford University! Gets hands-on with key STEM topics: big concepts are 

explained through accessible language, bright illustrations, and 8 integrated paper mechanisms per 

book! With spinners, sliders, tabs and cogs — this STEM series is ideal for visual learners and go-getting 

parents! 

Series includes: Engineering, Science, and Maths 

200MM x 200MM | 20PP | BOARD BOOK WITH 8 MECHANISMS 

Nikolas Ilic’s Animal series 

A fresh and funny first concept board 

book series with bright, bold, striking 

illustrations from Emmy award 

winning artist. This bold board book 

provides genuinely FUN early 

learning, guaranteed to be enjoyed 

by children and parents alike. 

150MM x 150MM | 26PP | BOARD BOOK 
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Little Mouse Learns series  

A bright, first concept series 

featuring sweet mice characters and 

simple, yet clever, die-cuts to 

explain the key concepts of 

numbers, opposites, colours, and 

shapes. Each title has several  

die-cuts that reveal the illustrations 

on the following page and allow the 

children to learn while they play.  

178MM x 178MM | 14PP 

BOARD BOOK WITH DIE-CUTS 

Hide and Seek: Playful Puppies 

This adorable new preschool title features tabs to pull,  

a simple counting element, and five cheeky puppies to spot. 

Young readers will love to reveal the cute animal characters using 

the clever double slider technology. Pull the bottom slider and 

the top magically reveals itself! With fun artwork , little ones will 

love to play hide-and-seek with the puppies!  

Coming soon: Cute Kittens and Hide and Bouncing Bunnies  

180MM x 180MM | 14PP | BOARD BOOK WITH SLIDER MECHANISMS 
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Feeding Time series  

A fun, interactive board book series. Children choose from four dangling food items hanging from 

the spine of the book and decide which animal gets what! A fun, unique board book series that 

encourages kids to engage with the book and improves hand-eye coordination.  

160MM x 160MM | 12PP | BOARD BOOK WITH POP UPS 

Animal Magic series 

A preschool series that combines non-fiction nature with the magic of venetian window technology, 

to create fun, changing board books, perfect for little hands!  

Available: In the Ocean, In the Jungle, In the Night, and Holiday Magic: Happy Halloween! 

Coming soon: In the Snow and Holiday Magic: Merry Christmas! 

203 x 203MM | 18PP | VENETIAN WINDOWS 
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Push and Pull 

On each page, push and pull the 

animations to discover animals from all 

over the world, from hamster to hippo 

and from sheep to deer, while learning 

more about where they live. A game of 

hide and seek perfect for little hands! 

22 titles available!  

150MM x 150MM | 10PP | BOARD WITH PUSH & PULL PANELS  

High Five Me! In the Jungle 

Learning to high five is an exciting way to strengthen 

bonds with friends and family! In this new series, 

toddlers will travel the world, high fiving all of their 

favourite animals! Each spread has a large, sturdy, 

gatefold flap – lift open the flap to find a fun animal 

hiding, ready for a high five! The final spread features a 

child’s hand to high five and a mirror, superimposed 

with a costume relating to the book. With bright, 

playful and bold illustrations from Carole Aufranc! 

Coming soon: High Five Me! At the Farm 

 

190MM x 190MM | 5PP | BOARD BOOK WITH FLAPS AND MIRROR  
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Wee Gallery Peek-a-boo  

Open out the soft pages of these  

sensory-rich cloth books with movable, 

crinkly, cloth creatures to stimulate senses. 

Presented in a sweet gift box, the pages 

are made with extra padding for an  

ultra-soft feel – and they're machine 

washable! 

Available: Forest, Ocean, Jungle and Pets 

150MM x 150MM | 8PP | CLOTH BOOK + SEWN IN SHAPES 

Wee Gallery Touch and Feel  

This interactive board book series features 

the touch-and-feel concept but with a fun, 

stylish twist! Each page features an 

intriguing textile and a different animal to 

spark curiosity, while helping develop 

sensory and motor skills, and expand 

language skills.  

Available: Scales, Tails, Wings and Ears 

 

 

  

150MM x 150MM | 8PP | TOUCH AND FEEL BOARD BOOK 
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Pull Out Playset: Rocket to the Moon 

A preschool series that presents non-fiction topics in a playful immersive format. Humorous, detailed 

scenes are beautifully illustrated in a fold-out concertina book with removable model pieces, 

perfect for little hands. With fun rhyming text, a search-and-find game, counting and 50 first words; this 

book really will keep little ones entertained all day long. 

Coming soon: Pull Out Playset: At the Seaside  

 

 

210MM x 210MM | BOARD BOOK WITH 8 CONCERTINA 

PANELS, 4 POCKETS AND 4 MODEL PIECES 

My Little Jungle 

The latest title in our press-out model series focusses on 5 

animal friends in the jungle. Read the story and build the 

press-out models of the animals as you go.  

 
230MM x 210MM | 12PP | BOARD WITH 5 PRESS OUT MODELS 
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Explore... with Evie and Juno  

This charming layered board book series gives a visual 

introduction to colours, the solar system, the ocean, the 

rainforest, and the earth! The layered, ‘touch-and-

feel’ format with embossing, matt lam and spot UV 

throughout, gives children a multi-sensory experience 

that develops hand-eye coordination.  

Available: Rainbow Colors, Explore the Planets, 

Explore the Ocean, Explore the Rainforest, and 

Explore Under the Earth 

178MM x 178MM | 20PP | LAYERED BOARD BOOK 

Flip-Flap Surprise: Under the Sea 

Lift the flap and out pops a colourful sea creature! Follow the clues to guess who is hiding behind each 

flap with this age-perfect guessing game with ‘Flap & Pop’ paper engineering! The chunky format is 

perfect for little hands and the animal facts guessing game text will boost children’s comprehension 

and problem solving skills with many popular creatures per title! 

Coming soon: Mighty Machines, Dinosaur Friends, and Magical Friends 

176MM x 176MM | 12PP | BOARD BOOK WITH 3 POP UP MECHANISMS 
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